EN

T H E G R A N D HO T E L W I T H T H E M O ST B E AU T I F U L PA R K

BIENVENUE
Welcome! When you step inside, you’ll notice how
your eyes are automatically drawn upward. All the
way to the 4th floor, where our classy guest rooms
and suites bear such melodious names as Valérie,
Cécile or Napoléon. When your gaze descends from
the ceiling back to the lobby, take in the elegance of
your surroundings at VICTOR'S RESIDENZ-HOTEL
SAARBRÜCKEN. Right at our doorstep, you’ll find
the Frenchiest spot of the entire Saar region, the lovely
Franco-German Garden. It’s where Saarland hospitality meets French refinement – we call it Saarvoir Vivre!
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E L E G A N C E & E SP R I T
Fiery red, soft blue or elegant grey: every single
one of our guest rooms and suites has been designed in an individual style with a different interior.
Enjoy comfort and well-being at the highest level
in a classically elegant space, created with the
utmost attention to detail – some of our accommodations offer direct views of the enchanting
Franco-German Garden.
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As our guest, you’ll also get to enjoy our included
extras: the world is just one phone call away from
your room, select Sky® TV programmes deliver
great in-room entertainment, and WiFi throughout
the hotel allows you to stay connected at all times –
all free of charge.
For even more comfort and relaxation, our intimate wellness zone offers two saunas, a steam
room, an adventure shower, and a gym.
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Take a seat in our Parisian-style brasserie and indulge in authentic specialities and delicious classics of
the French and German cuisine. Weather permitting, you may prefer to enjoy food and drink al fresco on our sun-drenched terrace – the prettiest one
of all, as it overlooks the wonderful Franco-German
Garden with its lovely musical fountain.

BON APPÉTIT
Oh là là, what an ambiance! A Paris dream come
true. Ornate wood panelling and Bordeaux-red
plush upholstery – how very “Belle Époque”. Beautiful style, beautiful life, that’s why we like to say: la
vie est belle CHEZ VICTOR'S.
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The more rustically inclined will love the homely cosiness of our RUSTIKALE STUBE. And
what better way to round off the evening than
by relaxing in style with a cool drink in hand at
VICTOR’S BAR or at our SALON ROUGE. Santé!
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C ON G R E G AT E & C E L E B R AT E
Are you here on business? Well, then: enjoy it – because here, work does not feel like work at all! You’ll
find that the warm, elegant atmosphere alone will
help you unwind. And, of course, our sublime service
will leave nothing to be desired. Thanks to the extensive up-to-date equipment of our meeting rooms, you
don’t have to worry about a thing and, instead, are
free to concentrate entirely on your project. Presentation, seminar or congress: at VICTOR'S, we‘ll turn
your function into a great success.
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Our meeting rooms as well as our restaurant are
super flexible and can be used for all kinds of different occasions – even for private festivities, such as
weddings or birthday parties. Intimate gathering or
lavish event, we’ll stage your function to great effect.
Upon request, we’ll not only provide the premises,
but we’ll also organise your entire special occasion
for you from A to Z. Unforgettable, we promise!
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S A A RVO I R- V I V R E
Get ready to discover the boundless charm of the
Saarland capital, Saarbrücken. Why don’t you start
with our hotel? Right at our doorstep, you’ll find the
beautiful Franco-German Garden, Saarbrücken’s
top address for seekers of rest & relaxation. Take a
leisurely stroll through a gorgeous sea of fragrant
flowers and listen to the symphonies played by the
musical fountain.

If you are vacationing with us
for two or more nights, in addition to our
own services, you will also receive a complimentary Saarland Card, which gives you
free admission to over 90 tourist attractions
as well as free bus and rail service throughout
Saarland. For more information, please go to:
www.card.saarland

Is shopping your preferred way to relieve stress? In
that case, head on over to Bahnhofstraße: one of
Saarbrücken’s main roads, it ranks among the busiest shopping miles in all of Germany. From charming little boutiques to large department stores and
a commercial mall, you’ll find everything a shopper’s
heart desires. Bahnhofstraße, which literally means
„station road“, runs from the train station to Sankt
Johanner Markt, the central market square in
Saarbrücken’s picturesque old town.
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I N C LU DE D E X T R A S
Free WiFi
Fast free basic WiFi is at your disposal throughout the entire hotel. Need more power for
your presentation? No problem! Our banquet department is happy to be of assistance.
Free PhoneFlat
At Victor’s, you can stay in touch with the whole world at all times – all calls from your
room to landlines and mobiles anywhere around the globe are free.
Free Sky® TV
In the mood for some excellent entertainment? Recreate that special cinema feeling
in the privacy of your room with a large selection of free Sky® programmes.

Victor’s Residenz-Hotel Saarbrücken
Deutschmühlental 19 · D-66117 Saarbrücken
Telephone +49 681 58821-0 · Fax +49 681 58821-199
info.saarbruecken@victors.de · www.victors.de
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Aroser Allee 84 · D-13407 Berlin
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Welcome to the hotel with the most beautiful park.

